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Abstract
To compensate the large tune shift and tune spread generated by the head-on beam-beam inter-
actions in polarized proton operation in the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC), a low energy
electron beam with proper Gaussian transverse profiles was proposed to collide head-on with the
proton beam. In this article, using a modified version of SixTrack [1], we investigate stability of the
single particle in the presence of head-on beam-beam compensation. The Lyapunov exponent and
action diffusion are calculated and compared between the cases without and with beam-beam com-
pensation for two different working points and various bunch intensities. Using the action diffusion
results the emittance growth rate and lifetime of the proton beam is also estimated for the different
scenarios.
1 Introduction
To maintain the beam lifetime and polarization in the polarized proton operation in the
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) the current working points for the proton beams
are (28.685, 29.695) and (28.695, 29.685) for the two RHIC rings, which are constrained
between 2/3 and 7/10 [2] betatron resonances lines. It has been shown by both experi-
ments and simulations that when the fractional betatron tune is close to 2/3 the beam
lifetime is strongly affected and when the vertical tune is close to 7/10, both the lumi-
nosity lifetime and the proton polarization are worse. In the 2008 RHIC pp run, the
bunch intensity had reached about 1.5 x 1011 protons, however to increase the bunch in-
tensity beyond 2.0 x 1011 it will be increasingly difficult to accommodate the beam-beam
generated tune spread between 2/3 and 7/10 resonances.
One solution is to adopt head-on beam-beam compensation [3, 4]. In the Tevatron
at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Fermilab), a low energy electron beam (e-
lens) has been used to compensate the tune variations in the proton bunch train [5].
Experimentally the long-range beam-beam compensation does increase the lifetime of
PACMAN bunches in the bunch trains [6]. In our study, we investigate whether a device
like the Tevatron e-lens can be used to mitigate the head-on beam-beam effects in RHIC.
To evaluate the benefits and side effects from the head-on beam-beam compensation
with e-lens in RHIC, detailed simulation studies have to be done. In 2005, preliminary
simulation studies did show that e-lenses in the RHIC rings will greatly reduce the tune
shift and tune spread generated by the p-p head-on beam-beam interactions. However,
more careful studies also have to be carried out to evaluate its impacts on the lifetime
and emittance evolution of the proton beams [7, 8].
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In this article, we report the results from the study of stability of a single proton in
the presence of head-on beam-beam compensation in RHIC. We will first introduce the
parameters of the proton and electron beams and the lattice for this study, followed by
the beam-beam interaction model and tracking code we adopt. Then, we calculate and
compare the Lyapunov exponent and the action diffusion and compare the results between
the cases without and with head-on beam-beam compensations. With the diffusion results
we estimate the emittance growth rate and the lifetime of the proton beam with different
bunch intensities and also with and without the e-Iens.
2 Beam parameters
For the RHIC pp run, the two proton beams collide at IP6 and IP8. The proton beam
in the Blue ring circulates clockwise, while the proton beam in the Yellow ring circulates
counter-clockwise. In the current design, the RHIC e-lenses are close to the interaction
point IP10. Two e-lenses are needed for the RHIC head-on beam-beam compensation
scheme, one for the Blue ring and another one for the Yellow ring and in this setup the
two proton beams are vertically separated in the interaction region (IR) of IP10. Each
e-Iens, for the Yellow and Blue rings, are assumed to be 2 m long and are symmetrically
placed 1.5 meter away from IP10. However, in the following simulations, for simplicity,
we assume the e-lenses are exactly located at IP10 [4].
The proton beam parameters used in this study are show in Tab. 1. The linear chro-
maticities are corrected to Q~,y == +1 and the multipole magnetic field errors in the triplet
quadrupoles and separation dipole magnets in the IRs are included in the lattice. The
bunch intensity is varied between Np == 1.3 X lOll, which was the intensity during the
2006 p-p run, and Np == 3.0 X lOll protons/bunch.
In this study we assume that the electron beam has the same transverse Gaussian
profile as the proton beam at IP10 and, for the full head-on beam-beam compensation
the electron particle density is twice of that of the proton bunch intensity, while for the
half head-on beam-beam compensation the electron particle intensity is the same as the
proton intensity per bunch.
3 Simulation Code
In our study, the 6-D simplectic tracking code SixTrack [1] is used. In this code, the linear
elements are treated as thick elements while the nonlinear elements are treated as thin
lenses. The beam-beam interaction calculation is based on weak-strong model. SixTrack
has an internal limitation on the particle number and in order to be able to simulate
with an arbitrary number of, particles at a time the source code was modified so that
a distribution file can be used as the initial particles coordinate input. This feature is
achieved by applying a DO loop of the 64 pack which extended the maximum number
of particles to 20000 and to activate this special simulation condition the lhc flag ill the
BEAM-BEAM element has to be set to 9. An output file is also generated, when the
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quantity
Table 1: Parameters for the proton beams
unit value
lattice
ring circumference
energy
relativistic '"Y
beam-beam collision points
beam-beam compensation point
f3;,y at IP6 and IP8
f3~,y at IP10
f3;,y at all other IPs
phase advance between IP6 and IP8 (/-lx, /-ly)
phase advance between IP8 and IP10 (/-lx, J-ly)
proton beam
particles per bunch Np
normalized transverse rms emittance tx,y
transverse rms beam size at collision points CT;,y
transverse rms beam size at e-lens CT~,y
transverse tunes (Qx, Qy )
chromaticities (Q~, Q~)
beam-beam parameter per IP ~p~p
longitudinal parameters
harmonic number
rf cavity voltage
rms longitudinal bunch area
rms momentum spread
rms bunch length
3
m
GeV
m
m
m
rad
rad
mm-rnrad
mm
mm
kV
eV·s
m
3833.8451
250
266
IP6,IP8
IP10
0.5
10
10
(10.67r,8.67r)
(8.47r,10.97r)
2 X 1011
2.5
0.068
0.31
(28.695,29.685)/(28.685,29.695)
(1,1)
-0.01
360
300
0.17
0.14 x 10-3
0.44
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Figure 1: Distance of the twin particles for (a) a regular motion and (b) a chaotic pair.
external distribution is used, that contains the 6D (x, x', y, y', s, /:).p/p) parameters for
each particle in each turn.
4 Stochastic Boundary
In order to support the emittance simulations/calculation we investigated the stochastic
boundary of the system. We used two particles with a small difference in the initial
position in the 6D phase space and track both for 106 turns, at every 1000 turns the
distance in phase space is calculated in the post processing routine of SixTrack. An
example of the simulation result is in Fig.3 which show a plot of the phase space distance
calculated for: (a) a stable particle and (b) a chaotic particle. In the first case the angular
distance of the particles increase linearly with the number of turns and for the second
case this growth is exponential at the last turns revealing the chaoticity of the particle
motion.
In Figures 2 and 3 are the results of the tracking for the two working points studied
for on momentum (synchronous] particles, the case of of!' momentum particles does not
have any particular difference. With these simulations we do not observe stability any
extended space. The particles labeled stable in the plots means that up to 106 turns their
trajectories are regular. The particles represented by red dots have chaotic trajectories and
it is possible to observe that almost all the particles, including the core ones, are chaotic.
The fact that there is no regular motion indicates that the core particles experience
diffusion and that emittance growth should be observed ill the simulations. The use of
the head-on compensation does not result in an improvement in the chaotic behavior of
the particles.
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chaotic -
stable -
(a) with BB
(b) with BB and half e-Iens compensation
(c) with BB and full e-Iens compensation
Figure 2: Chaoticity for particles for the working point above the diagonal (0.685,0.695). All three plots
show that almost all particles up to 5 (J are chaotic.
4 ~ -1
chaotic -
stable _
(a) with BB
(b) with BB and half e-Iens compensation
(c) with BB and full e-Iens compensation
Figure 3: Chaoticity for particles for the working point bellow the diagonal (0.695,0.685). All three plots
show that almost all particles up to 5 (J are chaotic.
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5 Diffusion Simulations and Emittance Growth
Emittance growth due to the non-linearities of the beam-beam interaction is a major
problem in hadron colliders. Random fluctuations of the tune, closed orbit and beam size
are also some of the of the possible effects that can cause emittance growth especially for
tunes close to strong resonance lines.
In order to estimate the emittance growth rate first it is necessary to have the particles
diffuse as a function of the initial amplitude. We used SixTrack to calculate the trajectories
of 64 particles with the same initial action for 5 x 104 turns and for each turn we calculate
the rms spread (aJ) of the action for all the particles. We then average the rms action
values over 500 turns to eliminate the short-term fluctuations due to phase-space orbit
deviations form the linear model [9] that can be caused by weak resonances.
The diffusion coefficient is defined as
D(J) - Z· (J(N) - J(0))2 - Z' a3(N) (1)
. - ~mN---+oo N - ~mN---+oo~
and in order to calculate its values we fit a line (a3(N) == a+bN) over the rms action values
for 10 points spaced by 5000 turns, so that we have D( J) == b. Once the diffusion points
are calculated we fit the result using the expression D( J) == AJ + B J2 exp(C J). This
fitting function behaves like a parabola for the inner-most particles in the bunch which is
in agreement with calculation for diffusion due to beam-beam effects [10]; and for the tails
it has a exponential behavior to account for diffusion due to the lattice non-linearities.
Assuming that the diffusion in action is a Markov process and that the drift coefficient is
half of the derivative of the diffusion coefficient (this is true for most Hamiltonan systems),
we can describe the evolution of the phase-space distribution p(J, t) by a Fokker-Planck
equation
and the using that [10]
8p == ~~ (D(J) op)
at 2 aJ aJ (2)
(J(t)) = I:cut Jp(t, J)dJ (3)
JJcut p(t, J)dJ
where J~ut is a cut equivalent to 99.5% emittance (3a). Assuming that the phase-space
distribution is gaussian in the (x, x') space and therefore an exponential in action
p(J, t) ex exp(-J(t)/2eo) (4)
(5)
where co is tile initial emittance, tile emittance growth rate ill first approximation can be
calculated as
/de) = ~I:cut D(J)~dJ = _l_ftcutD(J)p(J,t)dJ
\ dt 2 f5cut p(J, t)dJ 4eo s: p(J, t)dJ
assuming that the derivative of the density function for J > Jcut are close to zero, this is,
the derivative DPlJ~t) ~ 0 at the tails of the distribution.
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Figure 4: Example of the diffusion simulation results and the fitting for the working point above the
diagonal.
Some results for the diffusion simulation and the fitting are shown in Fig.4 for the
working point above the diagonal, on Figs. 5 and 6 there are all the fittings of the diffusion
coefficient for different bunch intensities and working points. In each plot, of Fig.4, the
label shows the calculated normalized emittance growth for RHIC (eN == 1'6a2 / j3). The
measured emittance growth rate for the proton run of 2006 is about 2 x 10-4 (mm mrad)2/s
for a bunch intensity of 1.3 x 1011 protons, and as can be notice the values which come
from the simulation are close to the measured one considering the same bunch intensities.
Fig.7 shows the emittance growth rate calculated for various configurations (different
bunch intensity and no, half and full beam-beam compensation). The growth rate for the
case of the working point above the diagonal with bunch intensities of Ni, == 2 - 3 X 1011
and no compensation reflects the fact that at this intensities the horizontal tune is close or
crosses the 2/3 resonance which is known to deteriorate the beam quality, once the beam-
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Figure 5: Example of the diffusion simulation results and the fitting for the working point above the
diagonal.
beam head-on compensation in turned on the emittance growth rate is reduced to a value
comparable to the one measured in 2006 since there is no crossing of the 2/3 line anymore.
For the case with the tunes below the diagonal the emittance growth for the case with the
highest bunch intensities and no compensation the same resonance is crossed but this time
in the vertical plane leading to an increase in the emittance growth rate as well however it
appears that the vertical crossing of this resonance is not as strong as the horizontal. The
configuration with the lowest bunch intensity (left most side of the plots in Fig.7) and
the cases with compensation (right most side of the plots in Fig.7) show that, within the
error, the emittance growth rates are the same which show that the compensation brings
down the growth rate to values which were already shown experimentally to be acceptable
during the polarized proton run of 2006 and 2008. The drawback of this calculation is
that although the values are close the error bars are large, due to the difficulty to calculate
the diffusion from the simulation results, and so the accuracy of the comparison in within
a factor of 2-3.
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Figure 6: Example of the diffusion simulation results and the fitting for the working point below the
diagonal.
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6 Diffusion Simulations and Lifetime Calculation
From Figs. 5 and 6 it is possible to observe that even though the compensation improves
the diffusion at the core it often increases the diffusion for particles beyond 4a a behavior
also seen in other studies [12]. In this section, using the results from the diffusion simula-
tion we are going to calculate the lifetime of the proton beam and try to verify that the
increase of the diffusion in the tails does not impose a limitation to the use of the e-lens
as a BB head-on compensator.
We are going to use the same method of lifetime calculation as described in [11], which
describes the lifetime calculation using the diffusion coefficients simulated for a given set
of beam parameters (as intensity, emittance, etc ..).
Using the diffusion fitted in the previous section and solving the diffusion equation
for each plane we can get the impact of the head-on compensator on the lifetime of the
proton beam, show in Fig 8. Note that even though the diffusion for particles beyond 4a
is greater with the use of the e-Iens the impact on the lifetime is rather small for the case
of 2 x 1011 protons/bunch. On the other hand, for the case with 3 x 1011 protons/bunch
the lifetime is greatly improved when the compensation is on.
Those results, however, show only an overall trend to the lifetime since the diffusion
coefficients have a great uncertainty 110t much call be said about the effect of the elens
compensationin the 2 x 1011 protons/bunch for example. Another important feature, not
taken it account into the calculation is the fact that the e-lens compensation depends on
the phase advance between IPs and since we a tracking with the normal lattice the phase
advance between IPs are far from the ideal one (see Tab. 1), which should be 90° for the'
total compensation of at least one of the IPs head-on proton collision.
7 Conclusions
In our beam-beam simulations, without and with an electron lens, we find that almost
all particles are chaotic, even those in the beam core. Based on this observation we in-
vestigated the emittance growth by calculating the diffusion coefficient at selected phase
space locations. From the diffusion calculation we observe that the electron lens is able
to almost restore the diffusion levels at the core however at the cost of increasing the
diffusion for particles beyond 4a. From the emittance growth rate calculation this reduc-
tion of the diffusion in the beam core appears as a reduction in the emittance growth
rate calculated using the diffusion results for each working point, however the error bars,
due to the difficulty to have an accurate value for the diffusion coefficient, are too large
to enable a close comparison between the cases with lower growth rate. Also using the
diffusion coefficients we calculated the beam lifetime for each case, showing that there
is no great improvement for the lower intensity case (2 x 1011 protons /bunch) but a
great improvement for the higher intensities (3 x 1011 protons /bunch). It is necessary
further investigation in the dependence of the lifetime on beam and lattice parameters as
chromaticities and phase advances, which are not covered in this report. In all cases we
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Figure 8: Calculated lifetime for different configurations with and without compensation and for the
two working points in RHIC. Working points: top) (0.685,0.695) and bottom) (0.695,0.685). The use of
head-on compensation does not cause a substantial reduction in lifetime even though the diffusion for
high action particles is usually bigger in this case. For a bunch intensity of 2 x 1011 protons /bunch there
is not much change in the lifetime with compensation however for the higher intensity case (3 x 1011) the
improvement in lifetime is visible.
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used an ideal electron lens that had the same transverse profile as the proton beam, is
not affected by the proton beam, and has no position or current errors.
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